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Since Italy is too large and varied to be researched by one author or even two, Frommer's Italy

written by multiple authors and is among the most up-to-date and fastidiously fact-checked of all the

guidebooks on Italy presently published. That characteristic is perhaps the reason why Frommer's

Italy is high up on any list of best-sellers, and why it is also regarded, by us, as a jewel in Frommer's

crown. Six of Frommer's finest travel journalists have collaborated to produce the definitive

guidebook to Italy. Most of them live in Italy, all of them publish constantly about Italy in the world's

most prestigious media, and some have received major awards for their writings on the country. The

book is updated yearly, printed in large, easy to read fonts and contains: - Dozens of maps, from

regional and city maps to a handy fold-out map at the front- Gorgeous, full color photos-

Opinionated reviews of the country's top historic sights, museums and other attractions as well as

hotels, restaurants, shops and nightlife venues in all price ranges.- Handy sample itineraries so you

can make the most of your vacation time.- Exact pricing so there are no ugly surprises.- Star ratings,

chosen by our authors and taking value into account, so you can quickly scan the book and pick out

the options that will best suit your tastes and budget. No significant Italian location is left out. The

book deals with: Rome, Florence, Tuscany, Umbria and the Marches, Bologna and Emilia

Romagna, Venice, Milan, Piedmont and The Lakes, Genoa and the Cinque Terre, Campania,

Naples, Pompeii, and the Amalfi Coast, Sicily. The 2017 edition adds material on Puglia and the

best of Basilicata.
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Stephen Brewer has been writing travel guides for three decades. As an editor and writer, he has

focused on European coverage for such magazines as Esquire, Connoisseur and Geo, and he was

a producer of a popular radio travel show for many years. He has written several previous guides for

FrommerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s, Insight, and other companies, as well as authoring Beautiful Small Coastal

Towns for Rizzoli. Stephen divides his time between Manhattan and Italy.Stephen Keeling has been

traveling to Italy since 1985 (when a serving of gelato was 1000 lire), and covering his favorite

nation for Frommer's since 2007. He has written for The Independent, Daily Telegraph, various

travel magazines, and numerous travel guides as well as authored the award-winning Frommer's

Family Travel Guide to Tuscany and Umbria. Stephen resides in New York City.Melanie Renzulli

has been writing about Rome for guidebooks, magazines, and travel blogs for nearly 20 years.

Twice a resident and many times a visitor, Melanie has explored the Italian capital from several

different perspectives, opportunities that have given her unique insight into the cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s major

attractions and lesser-known wonders. While Melanie's favorite features of Rome change nearly

every day, she's always up for peeking into an old church, ambling about ancient ruins, and

stopping for an apertivo. She resides with her family in Rome.Michelle Schoenung is an American

journalist and translator in Milan who relocated to the Belpaese in 2000 for what was to be a

yearlong adventure. Fifteen years on, she is pleased that Milan has evolved into a much more

international and cosmopolitan city and has shed its image of merely being a foggy northern Italian

business hub. Her writings and translations have appeared in magazines and books in the United

States and Italy. In her free time, she likes to read, run, travel and explore the city with her two

rambunctious Italian-American bambini. She resides in Milan, Italy.Donald Strachan is a writer and

journalist who has written about Italy for publications worldwide, including National Geographic

Traveler, the Guardian, Sunday Telegraph, Independent and others. He resides in London.

I am visiting Venice next month this is my go-to resource in I planning my trip. The maps are easy to

read, and up-to-date. There's insider's advice on really great restaurants and tips on avoiding the

lines and crowds at the major sites. The itineraries are especially helpful because I want to see as

much as possible. I'm really happy I found this book.

The book is okay. You get the info about Italy and the attractions, where to eat, sleep, etc.. What it

doesn't have that is absolutely necessary for me is how to book attractions and different tips to get

in them. Rick Steves book has that information. Which is so important for people who buy these

books



This is the best European travel book there is. I have relied on Frommers for years. Lots of detail

about what to see and how to get around, hotels with ratings and prices.

Frommers always takes you to places you would not ordinarily see.

concise and informative

Lots of great ideas and easy to use!

THIS was the guidebook that got me up and going! It was exactly what I needed to help me plan a

wonderful trip to all the places I wanted to see in the south of Italy: Puglia, Naples, the Amalfi Coast

and Sicily. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s the only guide I found that covered all these areas in just enough

detail in one book. The restaurant recommendations are absolutely superb and on-target. And the

write-ups on the historical and archeological sites helped give me a lot of insight into what I was

seeing, and more important, helped me decide what to see and what to skip. I highly recommend

this fantastic guidebook as the only one youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll need when youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re

on your way to Italy!

It was great. Very informative.
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